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INTRODUCTION

Repetitive DNA as an essential component of the
eukaryotic genome was discovered in the mid-1960s
by Waring and Britten [1], who assumed that the por-
tion of DNA repeats is proportional to the genetic
complexity of an organism. Repeats account for 17%
of the genome in 

 

Caenorhabditis elegans

 

, for 67% in

 

Nicotiana tabacum

 

 [2], and for more than 50% in
human [3]. On evidence of complete sequencing, the
human genome contains repetitive elements of five
major classes: interspersed elements, which originate
from transposons; partly or completely inactivated
gene copies (processed pseudogenes); simple-
sequence short direct repeats, such as 

 

(A)

 

n

 

, (CA)

 

n

 

,

 

 or

 

(CGG)

 

n

 

; segmental duplications, which contain
blocks sized 10–300 kb; and blocks of tandem repeats
present in centromeres, telomeres, short arms of acro-
centric chromosomes, and in ribosomal gene clusters [3].

Most repeats of the human genome (45%) belong
to the first class. A substantial fraction of unique DNA
also originates from ancient transposon copies, which
are greatly divergent and are no longer recognizable as
transposons [4]. In mammals, almost all transposons
are members of four groups. Elements of three groups
are transposed through an RNA intermediate (retro-
position), and those of the fourth group, as DNA cop-
ies. These are short (SINEs) and long (LINEs) inter-
spersed elements, elements possessing long terminal
repeats (LTR transposons), and DNA transposons [3].

Repeats of the first group, SINEs, were found in
the genomes of all mammals and other vertebrates.
Most of these elements, e.g., the mammalian-wide
interspersed repeat (MIR) and the rodent B2 repeat,
originate from tRNA [5, 6]. Other SINEs similar to the
rodent B1 repeat, e.g., 

 

Alu

 

 elements, occur only in pri-
mates and originate from the 7SL RNA gene [7]. Here
we consider the properties and evolution of the 

 

Alu

 

family, one of the broadest group of SINEs.

THE ORIGIN AND STRUCTURE OF 

 

Alu

 

 
ELEMENTS

 

Alu

 

 repeats take their name from the fact that most
of them contain tetranucleotide AGCT (170 nt away
from the repeat start), a cleavage site for the 

 

Alu

 

I

 

restriction endonuclease. An 

 

Alu

 

 element consists of
two, left (FLAM) and right (FRAM), tandem copies
of a free ancient monomer (FAM) [8]. The FLAM–
FRAM combination arose in primates about 60 Myr
ago [9]. The ancient 

 

Alu

 

 monomer derived from the
7SL RNA gene via deletion of 141 bp and addition of
a poly(A) tail to the 3' end [7].

The structure of the 

 

Alu

 

 repeat has several specific
features (Fig. 1) [4]. The left arm (FLAM) is 140 bp
and is linked through poly(A) to the right arm
(FRAM), which is 31 bp longer [8]. Most 

 

Alu

 

 ele-
ments have terminal poly(A) tracts, which are proba-
bly of importance for reverse transcription of the 

 

Alu

 

RNA [10]. The size difference between FLAM and
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FRAM is due to a deletion that took place in their evo-
lution from FAM [8, 11].

The left monomer contains two promoter elements
for RNA polymerase III, blocks A and B, which are
about 10 bp each [11]. The two blocks are in regions
10–25 and 70–90, respectively [12, 13]. The promoter
allows transcription initiation at block A, while the
precision of initiation is determined by block B. It was
assumed that only block B is essential for transcrip-
tion, because it is this block that shows far higher
homology in elements of the Ya5 (HS) subfamily [4].

 

Alu

 

 repeats alternate with numerous CpG repeats,
which are especially abundant in evolutionarily young
subfamilies [14]. The structures of 

 

Alu

 

 subfamilies
and members of one subfamily are conserved. 

 

Alu

 

repeats are homologous but not identical (the differ-
ence reaches 24%) [4].

LOCALIZATION AND DISTRIBUTION 
IN THE HUMAN GENOME

The human genome contains 1,090,000 

 

Alu

 

 copies,
which account for 10.6% of the total nuclear DNA [3].

Like other SINEs, 

 

Alu

 

 repeats are often located in
noncoding regions (intergenic spacers, introns, etc.)
[15]. A substantial portion of 

 

Alu

 

 repeats is in the
chromosome R segments, which mostly harbor tissue-
specific genes [16]. In addition, 

 

Alu

 

 elements were
assumed to preferentially integrate into AT-rich
regions [17].

A high concentration of 

 

Alu

 

 elements in gene-rich
chromosome regions allows not only duplication or
elimination of genome fragments located between two

 

Alu

 

 copies, but also chromosome rearrangements.
Possibly, rapid evolution of primates is due to a dra-
matic increase in genetic diversity as a result of
recombination between 

 

Alu

 

 elements [18].

Several loci contain 

 

Alu

 

 repeat clusters combining
elements of different subfamilies. Such clusters might
result from retroposition, which took place at various
periods of primate evolution [19, 20]. Some 

 

Alu

 

repeats are single or arranged in pairs with a direct or
inverse orientation of the two copies [21].
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Fig. 1.

 

 Structure and retroposition mechanism of the human 

 

Alu

 

 repeat: (a) a typical 

 

Alu

 

 repeat (see text for comments), (b) inter-
mediate transcript synthesized by RNA polymerase III, (c) an example of reverse transcription (transcription direction is indicated
with a gray arrow), and (d) a new 

 

Alu

 

 copy in another genomic site [4].
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RETROPOSITION OF 

 

Alu

 

 REPEATS

Retroposition of 

 

Alu

 

 repeats includes several con-
secutive steps. According to one model, transcription
of an 

 

Alu

 

 element is initiated by RNA polymerase III,
proceeds along the element length, and is terminated
on the flanking poly(T) tract (Fig. 1) [4]. Reverse tran-
scription needs a primer. Hence a poly(U) tail is
formed at the 3' end of the transcript at transcription
termination, is paired with an intermediate adenine-
rich region of the repeat to form a hairpin, and serves
as a primer. Reverse transcriptase binds to the primer
and synthesizes a DNA strand complementary to the
RNA transcript. Integration of the resulting cDNA
into a new locus requires DNA breaks (one in each
strand) and integrase. The breaks are repaired by
ligase after integration, and direct flanking repeats are
formed [22].

Another model proposes an alternative mechanism
for retroposition [23, 24]. First, endonuclease intro-
duces DNA breaks in 5'-TTAAAA-3' so that a thym-
ine tail is generated at the cleavage site of the comple-
mentary strand. The tail binds to the poly(A) tract of
the RNA transcript and acts as a primer for reverse
transcription [23]. A common 6-nt cleavage site,

 

5'(Py)

 

n

 

(Pu)

 

n

 

3'

 

-, was indeed found in 

 

Alu

 

 elements [4].

FUNCTIONS OF 

 

Alu

 

 ELEMENTS

 

Alu

 

 repeats affect the composition, organization,
and expression of the genome. Owing to their own
promoter or enhancer activity, 

 

Alu

 

 repeats may
enhance transcription of the adjacent locus [25, 26].
Transcriptional suppression is also possible, as 

 

Alu

 

elements may expedite nucleosome assembly on the
adjacent region [27, 28]. In addition, 

 

Alu

 

 repeats expe-
dite methylation of neighboring loci, contributing to
gene expression regulation [29]. While methylation
commonly suppresses transcription, cases are known
when methylation of 

 

Alu

 

 repeats increases the tran-
scriptional activity of the neighboring locus. Thus
expression of the glycoprotein hormone subunit 

 

α

 

(GPH

 

α

 

) gene is enhanced by CpG methylation in two

 

Alu

 

 repeats located in the GPH

 

α

 

 gene locus [30].

Various secondary and tertiary structure elements,
including triplex, cruciform, and other noncanonical
structures, are basically possible for 

 

Alu

 

 repeats [16].
Possibly, these putative three-dimensional elements
bind with chromosomal proteins to generate a local
spatial structure optimal for the function and/or regu-
lation of the relevant gene. It is also possible that 

 

Alu

 

repeats quite remote in linear DNA interact with each
other to form a spatial complex, which may contribute
to the DNA condensation in the chromosome [18].

The transcription level is also regulated by the sec-
ondary structure of 

 

Alu

 

 repeats [31]. For instance, the
human 

 

CD8-

 

α

 

 locus contains two 

 

Alu

 

 repeats, which
may bind to each other to yield a cruciform structure

and thereby to suppress transcription. 

 

Alu

 

 elements
contained in introns or in 5'- or 3'-untranslated regions
(UTR) may affect the pre-mRNA processing and con-
sequently change the gene product [32, 33]. Providing
alternative splicing sites or interfering with splicing,

 

Alu

 

 repeats may inactivate or functionally alter gene
products.

The above changes may result from point muta-
tions in existing 

 

Alu

 

 copies or by 

 

de novo

 

 insertion of
new copies, and may have dramatic genetic conse-
quences [17, 33, 34]. The presence of 

 

Alu

 

 repeats or
other retroelements (B1, B2, MIR, LINE) in pre-
mRNA may affect its polyadenylation or efficiency of
translation [6, 35, 36].

Present in exons, 

 

Alu

 

 repeats may negatively affect
gene expression [37, 38]. In some cases, 

 

Alu

 

 insertion
into the coding or regulatory gene region causes a dis-
ease. Three 

 

Alu

 

-associated pathogenetic mechanisms
are known: 

 

de novo

 

 retroposition of 

 

Alu repeats in a
gene, insertion of Alu repeats in mRNA during splic-
ing, and chromosome rearrangements resulting from
homologous recombination between Alu repeats. The
first mechanism is probably most common.

Thus de novo insertion of an Alu element into exon 5
of the clotting factor XI gene was observed in a patient
with hemophilia B [40]. The 322-bp Alu repeat is
inserted in the coding region to disrupt a Glu codon
and to generate a new stop codon, which results in pre-
mature translation termination. The nucleotide
sequence of the inserted Alu element differs from
repeats of the Ya (HS) family in having only one addi-
tional adenine, is flanked by 15-bp direct repeats, and
has a 78-bp poly(A) tract at the 3' end. The direct
repeats have virtually no A or T, but their flanking
sequences are very AT-rich.

Insertion of an Alu element into exon 2 of the cho-
linesterase (ChE) gene was found in a patient with
acholinesterasemia. The 342-bp Alu repeat contains a
38-bp poly(A) tract and is flanked by target site dupli-
cations (15 bp) at both sides. No mutation was found
in the normal ChE gene sequence. The Alu sequence
has 93% homology to members of the evolutionarily
youngest human Alu subfamily, suggesting the retro-
position origin of the insertion [41].

A similar mechanism of gene inactivation was
revealed in several other disorders, including neurofi-
bromatosis type 1, neonatal hyperparathyroidism,
Huntington’s disease, familial hypercalciemia, etc. De
novo insertion of Alu repeats into a potential oncogene
or a tumor suppressor gene may trigger carcinogene-
sis. Thus Alu integration into the Mlvi-2 locus was
identified as one of the pathogenetic mutations in
B-cell lymphoma.

Gene deletions resulting from homologous recom-
bination between two Alu repeats were found to affect
the low density lipoprotein receptor locus in familial
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hypercholesterolemia, the β-hexosaminidase α-chain
and adenosine deaminase genes in severe combined
immunodeficiency, and the C1 inhibitor gene in
hereditary angioneurotic edema. Some other heredi-
tary disorders and chromosome rearrangements are
also associated with similar deletions [39].

Splicing-mediated insertion of an Alu element in
mRNA is quite rare. Only a few pathologies were
reported to result from preservation of an integrated
Alu fragment in spliced mRNA. Thus a 142-nt insert
was found at the boundary of exons 3 and 4 in the orni-
thine d-aminotransferase (OAT) mRNA. The inserted
sequence is the 3'-terminal fragment of the Alu repeat,
which is normally present in intron 3 of the OAT gene.
A C–G transversion generated a new potential donor
splice site within the Alu repeat, activated a cryptic
acceptor site, and led to insertion of the Alu fragment
into the mature OAT mRNA [32].

EVOLUTION OF Alu SUBFAMILIES

Analysis of numerous Alu repeats revealed abun-
dant point mutations, which arose during evolution.
The point mutation spectrum characteristic of a partic-
ular subfamily of Alu repeats is known as the diagnos-
tic mutation set. At least 14 major subfamilies are
known [4, 42, 43] (Fig. 2), and may be classified as
young, intermediate, or ancient, depending on the
time when their retroposition started. Members of
ancient subfamilies have only a few diagnostic muta-
tions and are highly homologous to an ancestral dimer
as compared with younger elements [42, 44]. On the
other hand, Alu repeats of ancient subfamilies are
more heterogeneous and are characterized by a lower
portion of CpG repeats and by degradation of both
flanking sequences and poly(A) tracts [45]. This is
due to numerous mutations (other than diagnostic
ones), which accumulated after retroposition. The two
most ancient subfamilies, Jo and Jb, date back to
81 Myr ago [42], i.e., to the divergence of rodents and
primates.

The S subfamilies (Sx, Sp, Sq, Sc) are intermediate
in age (48–35 Myr) and CpG content. The difference
in sequence between the Sp and Sc subfamilies was
attributed to their origin from two different ancestral
sequences [45, 46]. Analysis of numerous primate Alu
repeats makes it possible to reconstruct the ancient
retroposition events, which took place more than
30 Myr ago in a particular subfamily (Sx, Sp, Sq) [47].
Alu amplification has greatly decreased in rate and is
rare now, occurring only in young subfamilies [48].

Almost all Alu repeats that have recently integrated
in the human genome belong to several small, closely
related young Alu subfamilies such as Y, Yc1, Yc2,
Ya5, Ya5a2, Ya8, Yb8, Yb9 (Fig. 3) [4, 46]. For
instance, the mean age of the young Ya subfamilies
(earlier known as predicted variant (PV) or human-
specific (HS) ones) and the Yb8 subfamily (earlier
known as Sb2) is about 5 Myr [42, 49]. Some mem-
bers of Alu subfamilies were only recently integrated
in the human genome, resulting in polymorphism for
their presence or absence. Such Alu repeats may be
unique to a single population, a family, or even an

Fig. 2. Origin and expansion of Alu repeats in primates.
Expansion events of Alu subfamilies Yc1, Ya5a2, Yb9, Yb8,
Y, Sg1, Sx, and J are collated with the tree of primate evo-
lution. The approximate number of Alu copies in a subfam-
ily is shown on the left. A time scale (million years ago,
Mya) is shown on the right [4].
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with the complete human genome sequence and the portion
of polymorphic insertions (in parentheses) are indicated for
each subfamily. Alu subfamilies with a lower copy number
and a higher polymorphism are probably younger [4].
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individual (in the case of de novo insertion) [50]. The
probability of the initial Alu loss is relatively high,
depends on the population size (the larger the popula-
tion, the more likely the loss), and may greatly
increase in a short time for reasons unknown [4].

Two—transposon and master gene—models were
advanced to explain the origin of Alu families from the
modified RNA transcript of the 7SL RNA gene (Fig. 4).
The transposon model implies that many SINEs may
generate new, transpositionally active elements. As
amplification proceeds, the difference between new
copies and the original sequence increases. Nucle-
otide sequences vary in the Alu family as a result of
the accumulation of various mutations. Yet the ampli-
fication rate is not exponential, contrary to what might
be expected from the transposon model [13]. In fact,
the amplification rate of Alu elements varies greatly
(the number of insertions fixed in 5000 years is taken
as the unit amplification rate and is now approxi-
mately 100-fold lower than 40–50 Myr ago).

According to the master gene model [44], most
SINEs originate from one or a few active genome
regions. This model implies a linear amplification
rate, which is controlled by a master gene. Mutations
in master genes generate new subfamilies and are the
major cause of the variation in amplification rate. For
instance, a master gene generated a family of elements
with identical sequences. After a while, the master
gene mutated, and copies of this “secondary”
sequence formed a new subfamily. Each new mutation
in the master gene not only generates a new subfamily,
but it also affects the amplification rate of its members
in most cases.

Alu REPEATS AS GENETIC MARKERS

Alu repeats are widely employed as genetic mark-
ers in genome mapping, clinical diagnostics, and char-
acterization of genome rearrangements. In addition,
polymorphism for Alu insertions is used in studies of
the human genetic diversity at various levels, in pedi-
gree analysis, and in forensic medicine. Another
application is analysis of genome rearrangements,
which provides for a better understanding of human
[19, 51] and primate [52, 53] evolution.

Owing to several features, Alu repeats are conve-
nient genetic markers. These features include the high
stability of Alu repeats, a low rate of de novo insertion,
and the absence of a mechanism for their excision
from a specific locus. Every Alu insertion into a par-
ticular locus can confidently be considered as an inde-
pendent event taking place only once. Moreover, the
mechanism of Alu transposition makes it possible to
establish with certainty the original (lacking the Alu
repeat) and mutant (Alu insertion) alleles of a locus. In
other words, the ancestral state and the direction of
mutation are always known for Alu polymorphisms, in

contrast to other diallelic polymorphic systems.
Another advantage is that genotyping of Alu polymor-
phisms is technically simple [13, 54].

Polymorphic Alu repeats, along with other genetic
marker systems (microsatellites, mitochondrial DNA,
the Y chromosome, single-nucleotide polymor-
phisms), are currently used to analyze the phylogeny,
evolution, and gene pool structure of contemporary
human populations. Genetic diversity studies with Alu
repeats are now in progress in several research centers
of the United States, Europe, and Russia [49, 54–59].
The results obtained with Alu repeats have made it
possible to characterize the genetic diversity of the
global population and to verify the major directions of
human migration in the course of colonization of the
world.

For instance, the population distribution patterns
of Alu repeats support the African origin assumed for
modern humans [49, 54]. Genetic diversity of the Afri-
can populations is higher than on other continents.
According to the Alu repeat data, African and non-Afri-
can populations separated 137,000 ± 15,000 years ago.
The Australian and New Guinea populations are
almost as close to a hypothetical ancestor as the Afri-

1 Independent mutations
2 Amplification

(‡)

(b)

1 Mutation in the master gene
2 Amplification

Fig. 4. Origin of Alu subfamilies according to the (a) trans-
poson and (b) master gene models. Retroposition to a new
genomic site is shown with curved arrows. Black bar, the
original Alu repeat; gray bars, its copies; vertical bars and
ovals, mutations arising in Alu copies.
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can population is, suggesting early human expansion
to Australasia.

The few regional gene pool studies with Alu
repeats include analysis of the genetic relationships
among various native American populations [60] and
among several Caucasian ethnic groups [56], recon-
struction of the historic genetic relationships among

the indigenous ethnic groups of Hindustan [57], and
our work aimed at reconstructing the evolutionary his-
tory of the North Eurasian population [58, 59, 61].

To summarize, we considered the accumulated
data on the origin, evolution, and retroposition
mechanism of Alu repeats along with their use as
genetic markers in medical and population genetics. A

Ancestral population

Population A Population B

Monomorphic Alu repeat

Polymorphic Alu insertion

Population-specific Alu

De novo Alu insertion

Fig. 5. Distribution of Alu insertions. An ancestral (top) and two daughter (bottom) human populations are shown. Every individual
of a population carries a monomorphic Alu insertion (black circle). Polymorphic Alu insertions (white circle), population-specific
Alu elements (gray circles), and de novo insertions (circled bar) are also shown [4].
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gradual increase in human genetic diversity is associ-
ated with Alu repeats, and their amplification gener-
ated the largest family of mobile elements found in the
human genome. Several thousand Alu copies were
inserted in the human genome after the divergence of
humans and other primates, and some of these caused
detrimental mutations. Recombination between Alu
repeats also contributes to the human genetic diversity
and is often associated with human hereditary disor-
ders. Many Alu repeats affect the expression of genes
through their methylation. While some Alu insertions
are harmful, the vast majority of recently integrated
repeats have virtually no effect on the genome and are
probably neutral mutations. It is these Alu polymor-
phisms that are convenient genetic markers and may
be employed in studying the origin and relationships
of populations.

Several major lines may be identified for further
research of the Alu repeats in the human genome. One
is studying the biological and genetic functions of
repetitive DNA fractions, including Alu repeats, as
structural and functional elements of the genome.
Analysis of the Alu distribution pattern will probably
improve our understanding of the genome structure
and chromosome evolution. Work in this field is car-
ried out by Blinov et al. [16, 18]. Alu repeats may pro-
vide a useful tool for studying the problems of com-
parative genetics. In addition, further identification
and analysis of the Alu polymorphisms in the human
genome may clarify the evolutionary history of human
populations and their migration through the world.
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